
Greek Dramatic Competition 

Dionysus begs for a FESTIVAL! We shall supplicate him by holding a festival of revelry and drama! 

Student groups will be performing their own play in Greek Dramatic Fashion. 

How can you participate? Here are the steps: 

1. Break into groups. Ideal is 4+ but I suppose you can make the magic happen with less. With such a 

small class, I would LOVE to see if you guys can pull together a whole-class production. 

2. Pick a story to translate into a short Greek Tragedy. The original story doesn’t have to be tragic. You 

can transform it [with most likely hilarious results]. 

3. Your play MUST contain these elements: 

a. A prologue which tells us the themes and presents the exposition. 

b. A chorus which reacts to the main players and reflects the themes. 

c. A tragic figure/elements of tragedy: creates catharsis, a noble figure, reversal of fortune, great 

suffering, recognizing the consequences of their actions. 

d. Actors should wear a chiton, or flowing robe. Flat sheet togas work nicely for this. 

e. Props to indicate roles. In traditional Greek theater, a herald would carry a wreath, a traveler a 

broad-rimmed hat, kings carried scepters, warriors carried spears, the elderly had canes. What 

prop can represent your character’s role? [Any weapons must be OBVIOUSLY not real unless 

you want to be in some huge trouble] 

4. Acting: HAM IT UP! Greek actors had to use broad gestures and face out towards the audience. If you 

have acting skills, now is the time to show them off. If you don’t, then just have fun! 

5. Time limit: Plays should be from 10-12 minutes. Enough time to get the essentials of your story in, not 

so long that you can’t handle it. If doing full class production, I would like to extend it to 20 minutes! 

6. The revelry will continue! Each group should bring in one bottle of grape juice and some assorted 

snacks to fill out the revelry of DIONYSUS!!!!! [crackers, cheese, snack cakes, etc] 

 

 

This project will be your assessment on Oedipus. It will go under 
two different categories: writing, and listening/speaking. 
 
You will have all week to work on this. We will have a rehearsal 
day on Monday, Jan 29, Tuesday Jan 30, and Wed Jan 31 
 and perform on Thursday, Feb 1.  

 

 


